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Abstract 
Potthoff, A., Modulo-counting quantifiers over finite trees, Theoretical Computer Science 126 (1994) 
97-112. 
This paper studies logical definability of tree languages (sets of finite trees). The logical systems we 
consider are located between first-order logic and monadic second-order logic. We obtain results 
which clarify the expressive power of first-order logic extended by “modulo-counting quantifiers”. 
1. Introduction 
The regular tree languages coincide with the tree languages definable in monadic 
second-order logic of successors MS0 [2,20]. Fragments of monadic second-order 
logic were considered in [22]. There, set quantifiers were restricted to range over 
special subsets of nodes of a tree, for example over antichains, i.e. sets of nodes which 
are incomparable w.r.t. the partial order of a tree. This extension of first-order logic 
FO is called antichain logic and is denoted by FO + ACh. In the present paper a logic 
“FO + MOD” is considered which is closer to first-order logic. We allow quantifiers 
3*vqx q(x) which express “there are rmod q many nodes x such that q(x)“. A standard 
property expressible in this logic is the existence of an even number of nodes with 
a certain fixed label. 
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For regular word languages, the “absence of modulo counting” characterizes 
the expressive power of first-order logic. This follows from results of McNaughton 
[9] and Schutzenberger [17] which say that for regular word languages first- 
order definability, star-freeness, and the “noncounting property” are equiva- 
lent. (A language L is called noncounting, or aperiodic, if for sufficiently large IZ and 
any words x, y,z, xy”zgL iff xy”” ZEL.) Straubing et al. [19] showed that 
for word languages first-order logic with modulo-counting quantifiers is located 
in expressive power strictly between first-order logic and monadic second-order 
logic. 
The notions of aperiodicity and star-freeness have been transferred to tree lan- 
guages, but most of the results mentioned above fail for tree languages. From Thomas 
[22] we know that star-freeness corresponds to FO +ACh and that the class of 
first-order-definable tree languages is strictly included in the class of star-free 
languages. Every first-order-definable tree language is aperiodic, but Heuter 
[S] showed that the converse fails for regular tree languages. As Niwinski [13] has 
shown, the expressive power of FO + MOD is covered by FO + ACh. A recent result 
in [lS] shows that antichain logic is as expressive as monadic second-order logic. 
(Therefore, some results stated here are different from the conference version of this 
paper C141.1 
The results of the present paper are concerned with the power of modulo-counting 
quantifiers mainly in the context of aperiodic tree languages. Our first result states 
that first-order logic extended by modulo-counting quantifiers is not strong enough 
to describe all aperiodic tree languages. Thus, we extend the result of Heuter 
mentioned above. As a tool in our proof we introduce a version of the Ehren- 
feuchttFrai&e game which characterizes FO+MOD. The used example tree lan- 
guage also serves to show limitations in the approach of Nivat and Podelski [12] to 
classify tree languages by syntactic monoids associated with tree languages. We show 
that first-order definability cannot be characterized by the syntactic monoid of a tree 
language. 
Concerning the comparison of FO+MOD with FO, it is known that the 
strict inclusion FOsFO+MOD in the case of word languages extends to the 
case of trees using tree languages which code word languages (say on the 
leftmost branch of trees). Languages obtained in this way which prove strict- 
ness of this inclusion are “counting”. Our second result states that this inclu- 
sion is strict also for aperiodic tree languages. Thus, modulo-counting quan- 
tifiers increase the power of first-order logic even within the class of aperiodic tree 
languages. 
The remainder of the paper has five sections. After technical preliminaries (Section 2) 
we will introduce in Section 3 an Ehrenfeucht-Frai’sse game and prove that it 
characterizes FO + MOD. We will use this game in Sections 4 and 5 in order to show 
that FO + MOD is more powerful than FO but less powerful than MS0 (in both cases 
with respect to aperiodic tree languages). In Section 6 we will give an outline of future 
work and open questions. 
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For simplicity of notation we consider only binary trees. Let C= Cow Cz be 
a finite ranked alphabet. By Tz we denote the set of all trees built up from C in the 
usual way. We consider a tree BET, also as a function t : dom(t)+C, where 
dom(t)c (1, 2}* is a prefix closed set of words (called nodes) with the additional 
property klEdom(t) o k2Edom(t) and t(k)ECo o k has no successors in dam(t). If k is 
a node in dam(t) we denote by t [k the subtree of t with root k, i.e. 
dom(ttk)= {r 1 kredom(t)} and t’“(r)=t(kr) for all rEdom(ttk). Itl, denotes the number 
of nodes labelled a in t. 
Let c$C be a 0-ary symbol. We denote by Sz the set of all trees over Cu{c} with 
exactly one occurrence of c. Trees in SE are called special. We use special trees in order 
to introduce concatenation of trees. By s. s’ we denote the tree which results from s by 
substituting s’ for c. This concatenation serves to extend the notion of syntactic 
congruence and aperiodicity from word languages to tree languages. Trees s, FESS are 
congruent with respect to TcT, iff V’UES~, V’VET,, u.s.v~T o u.t.vET. A tree 
language is called aperiodic iff 3n~N, tru,s~S~, VVET,, U.S”.VETO u.snfl.v~T. 
We now turn to the description of tree languages in terms of mathematical logic. 
We identify each tree t with a relational structure also denoted t: t=(dom(t), <, Si, 
S,,(P,),,,). S1 and S2 denote the successor relations (with XSiy iff y=xi) and < the 
proper partial prefix ordering on dam(t), I’, denotes the set of all nodes labelled a in t. 
Monadic second-order formulas are built up from variables x, y, . . . ranging over 
nodes, variables X, Y, . . . ranging over sets of nodes, the boolean connectives 1, A 
and V, the quantifiers 3, V for both kinds of variables and the symbols <, =, 
S1,S2, Pa (for aeZ). We write cp(Xi, . . ,X,, xi, . . . ,x,) to indicate that at most 
X 1, ... 2 X,, x1, . ,x, occur free in 43. The satisfaction relation (t, K 1, . . , 
K,, kl, . . . , k,)+ 9(X1, . . ,Xm,xl, . . . ,x,) for K,, . . . ,K,Edom(t) and kl, . . . , 
k,Edom(t) is defined in the natural way. Formulas without quantification over sets 
are called first-order formulas. 
Modulo-counting quantifiers 3 i,q have been introduced in [ 191. For q > 2,0 < i < q 
and kl, ,.. ,k,Edom(t)wedefine(t,k,,...,k,)I= 3i~q~~(~1,...,x,,x)iffthenumberof 
nodes k with (t, kl, . . . , k,, k) + cp(x,, . . . ,x,,,x) is congruent i modulo q. 
We call FO (resp. FO + MOD, MSO) the set of formulas in first-order logic (resp. 
first-order logic with modulo-counting quantifiers, monadic second-order logic). 
Every sentence, i.e. a formula without free variables, defines a tree language T(q)= 
{t / t I= cp}. We call FO (resp. FO + MOD, MSO) the set of tree languages definable by 
formulas in FO (resp. FO + MOD, MSO). 
The quantifier-depth of a formula 40 in FO + MOD (written qd(qo)) is the maximum 
number of nested quantifiers in cp where we count both kind of quantifiers. For q32 
we call FO + MOD(q) the set of formulas in FO + MOD where only modulo-counting 
quantifiers 3 i,q are allowed. These formulas define a normal form in the following 
sense. 
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Lemma 2.1. Every formula ofF0 + MOD is equivalent to a formula in FO + MOD(q) 
for some q. 
Proof. Define q to be the least common multiple of all Y such that there exists 
a subformula gi,‘x cp(%, x). Then replace each subformula of this kind by the following 
equivalent formula: 3 i,qx cp(X, x) V . . . V 3 if(k-l).r,q~ cp(X,x), where k is given by 
q=k.r. 0 
3. An Ehrenfeucht-FrdissC game characterizing FO + MOD 
In this section we define two equivalence relations on trees. The first relation 
distinguishes two trees if there exists a formula in FO + MOD(q) of a fixed quantifier- 
depth that holds in exactly one of the two trees. The other relation is defined by an 
Ehrenfeucht-Frai’sse game. This game is played by two players on two trees. The aim 
of player II is to show that the given trees are “similar”. Trees are taken to be 
equivalent if the second player has a winning strategy. The rules of the game reflect the 
underlying set of logical formulas whereas the number of moves corresponds to the 
quantifier-depth under consideration. The main theorem of this section states that 
game-equivalence and formula-equivalence coincide. A detailed treatment of an 
Ehrenfeucht-Frai’ssi game characterizing first-order logic over trees can be found 
in [S]. 
Let q>2 be fixed in the sequel and let k=k,,...,k,Edom(s) and i’= 
k;, . . . , kkEdom(t) be two sequences of length m of nodes in trees s and t, respectively. 
A play of the game Gz((s, k), (t, k’)) consists of n moves. Player I can decide to do 
either a FO-move or a MOD(q)-move. In a FO-move player I chooses a node in s or t. 
Player II reacts by choosing a node in the other tree. A MOD(q)-move consists of two 
steps. In the first step player I marks a set of nodes in s or t. Now player II can decide 
for one of the following two variants. 
First variant: Player II marks a set of nodes of the same size modulo q in the other 
tree. In the second step player I chooses a node in s or t either marked (by himself or 
by player II) or not marked. Player II has to choose a node in the other tree which has 
to be marked if and only if the node chosen by player I is marked. The move is finished 
by deleting all markings. 
Second variant: Suppose player I has started the move in t. Then Player II chooses 
a marked node k and an unmarked node k’ in t. Let k, + 1, . , k, + i be the nodes 
chosen in t during the previous moves. Then the play is continued on two copies of 
t with the following two different sequences of specified nodes: kI, .., , k,+;, k and 
kl, ... ,k,~i, k’. 
The play is finished with two sequences 11, . . . , I, +,, and 1;) . . . ,lh +,, of nodes in two 
trees, which can be equal because of the second variant in the MOD(q)-move. Player 
II wins the game if 1 1 1’ 1’ 1, ... 2 m+n, 1, ..‘> m+n fulfil the following conditions for all 
i,j<m+n: 
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(4 liZlj 0 1;=1;, 
(b) li<lj 0 l;<lI, 
(*) 
(4 liS,lj 0 1:s,1>, l= 1,2, 
(4 Pali o Pal;, VaEC. 
We denote by G,((s, it), (t, K’)) the game where only FO-moves are allowed. If no 
nodes are specified in s and f, we write G:(s, t) (resp. G,(s, t)). 
Definition3.1. Let X=x1, . . . . x, and let k=k, ,..., k,Edom(s) and k’=k; ,..., k;E 
dam(t) be sequences of nodes in trees s and t. 
Formula-equivalence: 
(s, k) z :(t, k’) iff for all (p(Z?)EFO+ MOD(q) with qd(cp(Z))<n 
69 it) + V(X) * (4 k’) + V(2), 
(s, x) =“(t, k’) iff for all CJ+)EFO with qd(cp(Z))<n 
(s, k) I= q?(Z) 0 (t, it’) )= q(X). 
Game-equivalence: 
(s, k) zl(t, k’) iff player II has a winning strategy for the game Gi((s, k), (t, I’)), 
(s, k) z,,(t, k’) iff player II has a winning strategy for the game G,((s, k), (t, k’)). 
Remark 3.2. The relations E’ = n, --n, En 4and z,, are equivalence relations. 
Proof. = z and =n are equivalence relations by definition. For z : and z n it suffices 
to treat transitivity. Let us suppose that player II has winning strategies for the games 
Gz((s, k), (t, k’)) and GX((t, k’), (u, k”)). Then player II uses (t, it’) to construct a win- 
ning strategy for the game Gz((s, k), (u, k”)). After player I has made his choice w.1.o.g. 
in s player II reacts on t according to his winning strategy in the game Gz((s, k), (t, k’)). 
Then he makes his choice on u according to his own move on t and his winning 
strategy in the game Gz((t, k’), (u, k”)). 0 
Example 3.3. Let 
4=2, s= a/a\ t= 
b 
/“\ 
a a 
/\ /\ /\ /\ 
d c d d d c d c 
We shall explain that s x : t. Player I starts marking all nodes labelled d in s. Now 
player II has to mark an odd number of nodes in t. If he marks a node not labelled d, 
player I chooses this node in the second step of this MOD(2)-move. In this case 
player II is obliged to choose a marked node in s which is labelled d; hence, player I 
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wins because the chosen nodes violate condition (d) of (*). Hence, player II has to 
mark an odd number of nodes labelled d in t. Therefore, one node labelled d remains 
unmarked in t. Player I chooses this node in the second step and player II has to 
choose an unmarked node in s. But these nodes are not labelled d and so player I wins 
again. A formula of quantifier-depth 1 that distinguishes s and t (which exists by 
Theorem 3.7) looks as follows: 3’s2x Pdx. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof that game-equivalence and 
formula-equivalence coincide. The techniques used in [3, 7, 11, Ch. 26, 161 for games 
characterizing FO can be used also for FO+MOD(q). We reformulate the main 
lemmata for the case of FO - MOD(q). 
Definition 3.4. Let m>O be fixed. We denote by T’J the set of all trees in T, with 
a sequence of m specified nodes. Each equivalence relation z X (resp. z,,) defines 
a partition of TT. We denote by C4,.n the set of all =:-classes of T’J. 
The following lemma reduces z !,$ 1 -equivalence to z jp)-equivalence. 
Lemma 3.5. (s, k) =:+I (t, k’) if VCEC4,+,,, 
([3kEdom(s) (s, k, k)EC o 3k’Edom(t) (t, k’, k’)EC] 
A [I {kEdom(s) ( (s, k, k)EC} / = 1 {k’Edom(t) 1 (t, k’, k’)EC} ( (mod q)]), 
6, k)=:.+l(4 k’) iff 
VkEdom(s) 3k’Edom(t) (s, k, k) z,,(t, k’, k’) 
AVk’Edom(t) 3kedom(s) (s, k, k) z,,(t, k’, k’). 
Proof. The proof is straightforward; however, the following point in the direction 
from right to left should be noted. If player I in his MOD(q)-move marks some but 
not all nodes of { kEdom(s) /(s, E, k)EC} for a certain C, then player II ensures his win 
by proceeding with the second variant in his reaction. 0 
Lemma 3.6. The index of’ z z in TF is finite for all m,ncN. 
Proof. The proof works by induction on n. The = i-equivalence class of a tree (s, k) 
with m specified nodes is determined by the labelling of these nodes and by relations 
<, Si, S2, = that hold between each pair of these nodes. There are only finitely many 
possibilities for fixed m, and therefore the index of Z: in T’J is finite. 
For the induction step we assume that the index of % z in TT is finite for all mg:N. 
Let C,, . . , Cl be an enumeration of all zz z-classes in T’J+ ‘. By Lemma 3.5 the 
-4 -n+,-class of (s, ~)ET; is determined by the number modulo q of nodes k in s such 
that (s, k, k) belongs to class Ci and whether or not a node k in s exists such that 
(s, k, k) belongs to class Ci. Thus, we have finitely many possibilities for each class Ci 
(i = 1, . . . , 1) and therefore only finitely many = z + ,-classes in Ty. 0 
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Theorem 3.7. V((s, k), (t, k’)~ T,“, 
(s, k) E ; (t, k’) 0 (s, k) z 1 (t, k’), 
(s, k) fn(t, k’) 0 (s, k) =:.(t, k’). 
Proof. For the direction from left to right we show that for all C in Cz,, there exists 
a formula cpc(xl, . . . , x,) such that for all (s, ki, . . , k,)~ T’J 
6, k ~,...,k,,&C - (~,k~,...,k,)I= R+~,...,x,). 
The proof works by a straightforward induction on n, using formalization of the 
conditions in Lemma 3.5. 
For the reverse direction we construct inductively a winning strategy for player I in 
the game Gz((s, k), (t, k’)) from a formula q(X) of quantifier-depth n with (s, k) I= q(X) 
0 not (t, k’) + q(X). 
Let q(X) be a formula of quantifier-depth 0. Thus, we have an atomic formula 
xi=xj, xi<xj or P,xi which holds in (s, k) and not in (t, k’), or conversely. SO at least 
one condition (see (*)) for player II to win the game G4,((s, k),(t, k’)) is violated. 
Now let qn(xr, . . . , x,~) be a formula of quantifier-depth n + 1. Then cp(xi, . . . ,x,) is 
a boolean combination offormulas 3i.qx,+1 $(x~,...,x,+~), 3~,,,+~ $(.x~,...,?c,+~) 
or $(x1, . . . , x,) where qd($) < n. At least one of these formulas is satisfied in (s, k) and 
not in (t, k’), or conversely. 
If it is a formula of the first kind then player I starts with a MOD(q)-move and 
chooses in the first step all nodes k in s with (s, i, k) I= $(x1,. ,x,+ 1). If no such node 
in s exists then player I chooses all nodes k’ in t with (t, k’, k’) + $(x1, . , x,+ J. As in 
Example 3.3, this move finishes with chosen nodes k and k’ in, respectively, s and t 
with (s,k, k)k@(xl ,..., x,+J o not (t,k, k’)I= $(x1 ,..., x,+~). 
Similarly, player I wins with a FO-move if the formula has a leading existential 
quantifier. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Every formula of quanti$er-depth n with m free variables is equivalent to 
a finite disjunction offormulas cpc with C in Ci,n. 
We apply Theorem 3.7 in the following way to prove that a given tree language is 
not definable in FO or FO+MOD(q). 
Remark 3.9. TEFO iff for all ncN there exist trees s, and t, such that 
s,ET, t&T but s, z,,t,. 
T$FO +MOD(q) iff for all nEN there exist trees sz and tt such that 
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The construction of trees sz and t; as in Remark 3.9 will proceed by induction on n. 
We will construct % z+ 1 -equivalent trees using several z ;-equivalent ones. 
Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13 will be used to deduce z z + ,-equivalence of trees from 
z i-equivalence of certain fragments of these trees. 
Definition 3.10. Let (s, kl, . . . , k&T;. We define an equivalence relation on dam(s) by 
k-k’ iff Vl<i<m, ki<k o ki<k’. 
An equivalence-class of - is called a fragment of (s, k). Every fragment is character- 
ized by the least node in this fragment, either the root or a node ki. The partial order 
on these nodes defines a partial order on the fragments of (s, kI, . . . , k,). 
This notion serves to normalize the behaviour of player I in the following way. 
Remark 3.11. If (s, k) = “0 (t, k’) then there is a <-preserving bijection between the 
fragments of (s, k) and (t, k’). When player I chooses a node in a fragment of (s, k) then 
player II has to react in the corresponding fragment of (t, k’). Thus, player I has 
a winning strategy for the game G:((s, k), (t, k’)) iff he has a winning strategy where he 
chooses only nodes in one fragment of (s, k) and the corresponding fragment of (t, i’). 
From Remark 3.11 we obtain the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.12. 
((s, k) z ;(t, k’) A(sLk= tLk’)) + (s, kr) E z(t, k’r) for all nodes of form kr in dam(s). 
((s, k) ~~((t, k’)A(sCk=tLk’)) =c= (s, kr) z:((t, k’r) f or all nodes ofform kr in dam(s). 
Lemma 3.13. Let n b 1 and (s, k), (t, k’)~ T’&F,I,I be z z-equivalent trees where all leaves 
are labelled c and let ul, . . ,UiETx be z z-equivalent trees. Then (s’, it) z z (t’, k’), where 
s’ and t’ result from s and t by replacing all leaves by ul, . . . ,ul in an arbitrary way. 
4. FO + MOD 5 MSO, even for aperiodic tree languages 
In this section we show that the set TI of trees corresponding to boolean expres- 
sions with value 1 (over the constants 0 and 1 and the boolean connectives A and V , 
but without negation) is aperiodic and regular, but not definable using MOD- 
quantifiers. For the last point we will use the Ehrenfeucht-Frai’sst game of the 
previous section. 
Definition 4.1. Let Z = { A, V, 0, l}, where Co = {O, 1) and C2 = { A, V }. Every tree in 
T{ ,, , “, ,,, 1 1 corresponds to a boolean expression. We define T1 to be the set of trees in 
T{,,, V,O,l) where the value of the corresponding expression is 1. 
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Theorem 4.2. The tree language T1 is aperiodic, dejinable in MSO, but not de$nable in 
FO + MOD. 
We first show aperiodicity of T1. 
Lemma 4.3. T1 is aperiodic and regular. 
Proof. Every special trees SES~ represents a function fs: (0, l>-(0, l} and in this 
sense concatenation of special trees corresponds to composition of functions. A and 
V are monotone functions. Therefore, we have fs = (f,)* for all special trees s, and thus 
VU,SCS~, VtET,, u’s’tgT, iff u.s*. tET,. Special trees are syntactically congruent 
with respect to TI if they represent the same function. Thus, the syntactic semigroup 
consists of only three elements, the identity and the constant functions 1 and 0. 
Finiteness of the syntactic semigroup implies that T, is regular [lS]. 0 
The following remark shows that FO-definability of regular tree languages cannot 
be decided by inspecting only the syntactic semigroup. 
Proposition 4.4. There is a first-order-dejinable tree language (distinct from TI) whose 
syntactic semigroup is isomorphic to that of TI. 
Proof. Let C’= Cb = Z; = (0, 1, x}. We define TG TX,, to be the set of all trees such 
that the labelling of the leftmost branch written down from root to frontier yields 
a word in x* 1 . Z’*ux*. Then the syntactic semigroups of T and T, are isomorphic 
and T is first-order definable. We omit the details. 0 
In the current and the next section we will use the following trees in order to build 
!zq n+ i-equivalent trees from % ;-equivalent ones. 
i 
/“\ 
if m is even, 
4-l 1lff-1 
I 
V /\ if m is odd. 
Ml?- 1 urn-1 
Lemma 4.5. Let m 3 2 and let 1,l’ be two leaves in u, which are not neighbours. Then we 
can label all leaves of u, with 0 and 1 in two d@erent ways such that the resulting trees vm 
and w, have the following properties: 
l v,,,(k) = w,,,(k) for all leaves except 1 and I’, 
0 v,(l)= wm(l’)= 1, 
0 v,(l’)=w,(l)=O, 
l v,ET~ and w,#T,. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. We have to show that Ti #FO + MOD(q) for all q 3 2. Let q 3 2 
be fixed in the sequel. Following Remark 3.9 we have to construct trees sff and t; for 
nc:N such that sEeTl, tz$T, and sz z z tz. We define these trees by induction on n. 
For n = 1 we define 
sq = 
1 ,A, and t:= ,A, 
V 
/“\ 
V V 
A /\ A 
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
Wehaves; -,t,  4 ’ because each letter occurs in both trees the same number of times 
(cf. Example 3.3). 
For the induction step we assume that sz and tz are given with the required 
properties. Because of the finite index of z z there exist m > 2 and two leaves I and I’ in 
u, which are not neighbours such that (u,, 1) z z (u,, I’). Applying Lemma 4.5 we get 
trees v, and w,. We construct sz+ 1 (resp. tz+ 1) by replacing in v, (resp. w,) each 1 by 
sz and each 0 by tz. Thus, we have s~+,ET~ and tz+,ET,. It remains to show that 
s:+1 and tz+l are zi+i -equivalent. Both trees have the same set of nodes and differ 
only in the subtrees below nodes 1 and I’. We show that there exists a bijective 
mapping h : dom(si+ ,)-+dom(t~+ i) such that 
‘J’kEdom(sZ+,) (sZ+ i, k) = l(ti+ i, h(k)). (*) 
This mapping yields a winning strategy for the second player (cf. Lemma 3.5). 
Whatever player I chooses in the first move, player II can answer in a correct way 
choosing h(k) when player I chooses a node k in sz+i or h-‘(k) if player I plays 
in tz,,. 
The mapping h is defined by 
I 
k: Tl<kATl’<k, 
h(k)= lr: k=l’r, 
l’r: k= lr. 
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Lemma 3.13 applied to (u,, I) z t(u,,,, 1’) and s; z ; t; yields (si, r, I) z i(tE+ I, 1’) and 
(C+ 1, I’) = :: (C+ 1, 1).Lemma3.12togetherwiths~+,r’=t~+,~”=s~ands~+,~J’=t~+,~f= 
tz shows that (*) holds for all nodes below or equal to 1 and 1’. For nodes in dom(u,) or 
in subtrees sz, tz not below 1 and I’ we achieve (*) directly by an application of 
Lemma 3.13. 0 
5. FO s FO + MOD, even for aperiodic tree languages 
In this section we prove that even for aperiodic tree languages modulo-counting 
quantifiers give additional power to first-order formulas. In a first step we prove that 
the language T2 defined below is aperiodic and belongs to FO + MOD(2). 
Definition5.1. Let C’=(A, v,O,l}, where Cb={O,l) and C$=(A, o}. ic, and 
V denote partial boolean functions defined by the following tables: 
We denote by val(t)E{O, 1, I} the value of the expression corresponding to t. T, 
consists of all trees over Z’ with value 1. 
Proposition 5.2. Tz is aperiodic. 
Proof. The syntactic monoid of T, consists of six elements represented by the special 
trees 
Sl s2 s3 S4 
c /“\ i\ 
c 1 c 0 
/\ 
1 
/\ 
C 0 
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s5 s6 
/\ A 
/\ O /“\ c 
c 1 1 1 
which realize the six functions indicated by the following table: 
Sl s2 s3 s4 s5 % 
By inspecting the multiplication table, we get 
VU,SES~, V’~ET,, u.s2.tET2 iff u.s3.tET2. 0 
The following lemma states a relation between the value of a tree and the number of 
nodes labelled iI and 1, respectively. 
Lemma 5.3. Let TV T{ A, o,~, lj: 
val(t)=l => Itjl=lt 
val(t)=O + It(l=lt 
I/T+L 
IA. 
Proof. The proof works by a straightforward simultaneous induction on both 
implications. 0 
We will use Lemma 5.3 in a slightly different but equivalent form. 
Lemma 5.4. Let tET(r,,v,o,l): 
ItlI-ltlA+l (mod2) A val(t)#I 0 val(t)=l, 
/tll-ltl~ (mod2) A val(t)#I t> val(t)=O. 
For the subtree at node y the first part of each conjunction of Lemma 5.4 can be 
expressed in FO + MOD by Cpi( y) = 3’, 2y’ y d y’ A (PA y’ V PI y’) for i = 0,l. 
Let us now consider a tree t with value I. Then there is a < -maximal node k where 
this value occurs first. Suppose t(k) = A. Then the value of the subtrees corresponding 
to both successors of k must be 0. Because the value of these trees is not I we can 
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apply Lemma 5.4. This is expressed by the following formula: 
Then we have u(t)=1 iff tI= $ A 3x cpl(x) A Vx, x<xl. 
This shows that T2 is definable in FO + MOD. In the remainder of this section we 
show that T, is not first-order definable. The proof proceeds like the one of 
Theorem 4.2. Let G be the tree obtained from u, by replacing A and V by A and 0, 
respectively. 
In a first step we prove that a labelling of leaves of ir;;; suitable to this problem exists. 
Then we use this labelling to construct z,,+ 1-equivalent trees from z,,-equivalent 
ones. 
Lemma 5.5. Let 1 be a leaf in Zr;;; (m>2). Then we can label the leaves of G with 0 
and 1 in two difSerent ways such that the resulting trees v, and w, have the following 
properties: 
v,,,(k) = w,(k) for all leaves except 1, 
u,(l)= 1 and w,(l)=O, 
val(u,)= 1 and val(w,)=O, 
every subtree of height 2 2 has at least one leaf labelled with 0 and one leaf labelled 
with 1. 
Proof. A and P are commutative functions. Therefore, subtrees corresponding to 
direct successors of a node can be exchanged without altering the value of the tree. 
Hence, we may assume that 1 is the leftmost leaf of G. The construction of v, and w, 
proceeds by induction on m>2. The trees v2 and w2 look as follows: 
v2= I\ w2= 0 v /4 0 v 
A A /\ A 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
For the induction step we define v, and w, in the following way. 
m odd: 
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m even: 
v,= ii 
/\ 
w, = 
/2 
VP1 VW1 WV?-1 VW1 0 
Lemma 5.6. Let 1, l’, 1” be three leaves in rr;;; (m > 3) such that each of them belongs to 
a diflerent subtree of height 2. Then we can label the leaves of rr;; with 0 and 1 in two 
different ways such that the resulting trees v, and w, have the following properties: 
l v,(k) = w,,,(k) for all leaves except 1, 
0 v,(l)= 1, wm(l)=O, 
l val(v,)= 1 and val(w,)=O, 
0 v,(l’)=w,(l’)= 1, 
0 2;,(1”)=w,(1”)=0. 
Proof. The trees v, and w, of Lemma 5.5 fulfil the first three conditions. Every 
subtree of height 2 has at least one leaf labelled by 0 and 1, respectively. By 
interchanging the nodes in those subtrees of height 2 to which 1’ and 1” belong we 
achieve the remaining properties. n 
Theorem 5.7. T2 is not jirst-order dejnable. 
Proof. Following Remark 3.9, we have to construct two sequences of trees (s,) and 
(r,) with s, --nfn, val(s,)= 1 and val(t,)=O. We will also ensure that s, and t, differ 
only in the labelling of a single leaf. 
For n= 1 we take as sl and t1 the trees v2 and w2 of Lemma 5.5. s1 and t, are 
= i-equivalent because all letters occur in both trees. 
For the induction step we assume that s, and t, with the desired properties are 
given. Because the index of Z~ is finite, we may assume U, (m > 3) and leaves 1, I’, 1” 
with (u,, 1) z,, (zi;;;, I’) zn (G, 1”) and all three leaves belong to different subtrees of 
height 2. Let v, and w, be the trees guaranteed by Lemma 5.6. We construct s,+ 1 and 
t n+l by replacing each leaf labelled 1 (resp. 0) in v, and w, by s, (resp. t,). 
Hence, val(s,+i)= 1 and val(t,+,)=O. S’ mce v, and w, differ only at leaf 1, s,+ 1 and 
t Ii+1 differ only in one leaf in the corresponding subtrees s, and t,. In order to define 
a winning strategy for player II we have to distinguish two cases. 
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l If player I chooses any node k not below node 1 in s,+ I or t,+ I, then player II reacts 
by choosing the same node in the other tree. It follows directly from Lemma 3.13 
that (s,+i, k) =n(tn+l, k). 
l If player I chooses a node Iv in s,+ i, then player II chooses the node l’r in t,+ i. 
Applying Lemma 3.13 to (G, I) z,,(G, I’) and s, =.t, we obtain (s,+~, I) Z, 
(r n+l, 1’), and together with sEf+, = tri 1 = t, and Lemma 3.12 we conclude that 
(s n+1, lr) %.(&+1, I’r). If player I chooses a node lr in t,+ 1, then player II chooses 
the node l”r in s,+ 1 and we deduce z .-equivalence of (s,+ 1, l”r) and (t,+ 1, Ir) in the 
same way. q 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper we have studied modulo-counting logics over finite trees. We have 
shown that FO + MOD is located in expressive power strictly between FO and MS0 
and that these results still hold for the class of aperiodic tree languages. Our ongoing 
work is concerned with techniques that allow us to deduce (non-)first-order defin- 
ability of one language from (non-)first-order definability of another language; 
the simplicity of the example language TI and T2 is of special interest in this approach. 
Without proof we state here that these methods allow us to obtain example languages 
as in Theorems 4.2 and 5.7 over a one-letter alphabet. The main open question we 
consider is to find an effectively decidable characterization of first-order definability. 
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